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UNED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 

ALBION PARRIS MERRILL AND JENNY WARD HAYS, OF SAN FRANCISCO, 
CALIFORNIA. 

TELEPHONE 

SPECSICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 669,944, dated March 12, 1901. 
Application filed January 10, 1900, Serial No. 1,008, (No model.) 

To all, uhon, it inctly conce77: 
Be it known that we, ALBION PARRIS MER 

RILL and JENNY WARD HAYS, citizens of the 
United States, and residents of the city and 
county of San Francisco, in the State of Cali 
fornia, have invented a new and useful Tele 
phone, of which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to improvements in 

telephones. 
Telephones as commonly employed do not 

transmit sound as originally produced, but re 
produce it in decreased volume and strength, 
necessitating the closest attention at the re 
ceiver and with the instrument held to the 
ear in order to distinguish and understand 
the sounds or message transmitted. 

It is one object of the present invention to 
construct a telephone to overcome this objec 
tion and render possible the reproduction or 
transmission of sound with nearly or quite its 
Original volume and strength, so that the same 
will be audible and distinguishable in any 
part of a room or chamber in which the re 
ceiving instrument is located and without the 
necessity of holding an instrument to the ear. 
A further object is the production of a tele 

phone in the use of which it is not necessary 
for the party sending a message to approach 
the transmitter and talk directly into the 
same, as is required in the use of the common 
types of telephones, but which transmitter 
will properly transmit speech or sounds pro 
duced in the room in which the transmitter 
is located and at a distance from the instru 
ment. . 
These objects we accomplish primarily by 

the employment of a novel construction of 
hout hipiece for the transmitter and receiver 

()f novel construction and by novel parts, ar 
'angeme}} is, and combinations of parts here 
ii after described. 
A further object is to provide means to 

soften tile sounds entering the transmitter. 

So 

A further object is to provide means for 
liaiting the circular vibrations of the re 
: liver-diaphragm to articulate sounds having 
the effect of cutting the words and syllables 
off short and clear, to soften the speech, re 
lieve it of metallic sound, and make it more 
natural. 
A further object is to provide a novel sys 

the receiver-magnet. 

tem of wires and switches whereby a trans 
mitter can be cut out while the telephone is 
being used, so that while sounds will be trans 
mitted to and received by one instrument they 
will not be transmitted from said instrument. 
A further object is to prevent the forma 

tion of a dead-air cushion against a receiver 
diaphragm, which, if permitted, would pre 
vent, the successful operation of the receiver 
for the intended purpose. 
With such and other objects in view the 

invention is embodied in the novel parts, ar 
rangement, and combination of parts herein 
after described, and particularly set forth in 
the claims. 

In the accompanying drawings we have 
illustrated an embodiment of our invention, 
but desire it understood that we do not limit 
the invention in its useful applications to the 
construction which is there shown simply to 
give a better understanding of the invention. 

In said drawings, Figure l is a perspective 
view of the instrument without the electrical 
connections. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal Sec 
tional view of the transmitter. Fig. 3 is a 
similar view of the receiver, showing a por 
tion of the box of the instrument and part of 

Fig. 4 is a perspective 
view showing two instruments with their 
electrical connections. Fig. 5 is a diagram 
matic view showing the application of the 
telephone for use in theaters, public halls, or 
the like. Fig. 6 is a perspective view of a 
inute intended to be used with the receiver 
when it is desired to diminish the volume of 
the sound so that it may only be heard by 
the intended person. 

Referring to said drawings, wherein like 
reference characters refer to similar parts 
throughout the several views, A indicates a 
box which constitutes the support and inclo 
sure for the several parts of the instrument. 
The receiver, which is indicated at C, is fixed 
to a part of this box, and in order to prevent 
the formation of a dead-air cushion against 
the diaphragm of the receiver the box is pro 
vided with a hole or holes A*. In this re 
spect the invention differs from the ordinary 
telephone in general use in which the re 
ceiver is not, a fixture of the box and in which 
the box is closed. To close the box entirely 
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deadlens or intifies the vibration of the di 
aphragm, whereas the Open framew Olk Ol' 
perforated box, as shown, insures a lot de l' 
and clearer reproduction of the sould by 
the receiver. If desired, suitable screens or 
leticulated material. A may be provided to 
cover the openings to prevent, the entrance 
of dust, or foreign matter into the box. 

B indicates a transmitter', which is shown 
as secured to an extension A' of the rear por 
tion of the box. The transmitter eXtends 
forwardly from this extension A' over the 
body of the box A. The tians inittel' propel 
may be of any suitable or preferred con 
struction, it forming no pitt of the present 
invention, and we have illustrated in the 
drawings what is known as the “ long-dis 
tance’ transmitter. It comprises, briefly 
Stated, a sheet-metal box or shell B, holding 
a cup B, of carbon or other suitable sub 
stance, through which is passed a screw B', 
to which one of the wires of the local or pri 
mary circuit is attached. An annular groove 
is formed in the cup B, in which groove is 
placed a ring B, conveniently made of plush, 
cotton, or felt, and within this ring B is lo 
cated a circular piece of soft rubber B, pro 
vided with circular concentric corrugations 
or grooves B, adapted to hold the carbon 
granules indicated at B. 

B' indicates 1 he transmitter - diaphragm, 
which is placed over the granules. Con 
nected to the shell B° by means of a binding 
screw B0 is the other wire of the local or di 
rect circuit. 
We make no claim to the portions of the 

transmitte' thus far described, our invention 
in the trans initter relating to a novel mouth 
piece (shown at B) and an outer large front 
diaphragin B, Secured over the mouth or 
arge end of the mouthpiece. The mouth 
piece is secured in any preferred manner to 
the transmitter proper, and its inner or Oper 

The 
object of providing the mouthpiece with the 
inner parabolic surface is to focus the sounds 
received by the mouthpiece to a given point, 
at the center of the transmitter-diaphragm 
I39, as indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 2, 
thereby concentrating the sounds and increas 
ing the efficiency of the ti'ansmitter. The dia 
phragm B is conveniently made of bladder, 
paper, parchment, isingiass, or other suitable 
light material and is dapted and acts to soften 
the sounds when the same are too harsh-as, 
for instance, when produced by brass instru 
ments. The diaphragm B' creates an air 
cushion in the mouthpiece between itself and 
the transmitter-diaphragm which acts on the 
transmittel' - diaphragm. While the dia 
phragm B provides better results, we do not 
wish to limit our invention necessarily to the 
employment of the saline, as the receiver will 
operate in a highly satisfactory manner with 
out said diaphragin. 

Referring to he receiver, which is shown 
s in detail in Fig. 3, 

Ol' trumpet comprising two portions, the Otter 
Ol' larger portion having, like the oth (? 
the transmitter, an inner parabolic surface 
and the inner or base portion Chaving a hy 
perbolic inner surface, which is prefei'ably 
provided with a lining C, of felt or similar 
material, which is smoothly secured the letto 
and has substantially the same contour as the 
inner surface of the portion C° of the mouth 
piece. The portion C° of the mouthpiece is 
provided with a base-securing flange C, by 
means of which it is secured directly to the 
box A or a door A of the box. Intei (sed 
between this flange and the box or the door 
is an annula' washer Ol' pad C, its (se 
being to prevent, the resolace of the wood 
or other material of which the box is formed. 
Cindicates the diaphragm of the receiver, 

which, it will be observed, is of comparatively 
large area and is seculed at its Outer circull 
ferential edge to the flange C, an annula,' pad 
or washer C" being interposed between the (lia 
phragm and said flange, which pad prevents 
the metallic sound or ring of the base of the 
mouthpiece being transmitted to the receive 1'- 
diaphragm. 

CS indicates an innual pad, which lies fiat 
against the innel surface of the dial hagin 
C and extends over a large part the 'eof. 
The several pads C, C, and C, togethe' 

with the diaphragm and flange C, are secured 
to the box o' box-door ii) any prefered iman 
ner-as, for instance, by means of the metallic 
ring C9, placed on the pad CS and secured to 
the box, as by screws, (ii) (dicated at C.) 

It will be noticed from the construction of 
the receiver-mouthpiece, as indicated loy the 
dotted lines in Fig. 3, that the sounds pro 
duced by the diaphrag in C" if not going Out 
directly through the receiver are directed () into 
the parabolic surface of the outward portion 
from any point at which they strike the hy 
perbolic base portion and that they are re 
flected from the parabolic mouth of the re 
ceiver in straight lines. This novel fornia 
tion of the receiver-mouthpiece affords a dee) 
air-chamber between the diaphragm and the 
hyperbolic surface of the portion C°, and these, 
in combination with the parabolic outlet, 
assist materially in the transmission of the 
sounds, which are delivered in Tull volume. 
The purpose of the pad C, which lies flat, 

against the receive!’-diaphragm, is to limit, the 
circular vibration of the diaphi'a gin tO : Itic t 
late the sound and has the effect of cutting 
the words and syllables off shot and clear. 
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The purpose of the felt lining C in the para 
bolic portion of the mouthpiece is to soften 
the speech, take away the resonance of the 
metal, and make the resultant. SOtln(l more 
natural. These are vital points to success 
ful articulation. It will be observed that the 
hyperbolic base portion of the mouthpiece 'e- 
ceives the sounds (delivered from any part of 
the relatively large diaphragm and 'effects 
the same into the parabolic portion of the 

C indicates a mouthpiece mouthpiece and that the parai)olic Outer pol'- 
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tion sends the sounds out in straight lines. Y 
Located back of the receiver-diaphragm C is 
an electromagnet of the receiver, (indicated 
at C,) which is shown as having spools C, 
which are flattened and are placed on (lat. 
tened cores, the purpose being to obtain a 
magnet of large working area, and at the same 
time one having its force concentrated on the 
center of the diaphragm. The magnet is sup 
ported conveniently by a bracket, such as C, 
secured to the box A or box-door A. 
D indicates an induction - coil, which is 

shown as located in the instrument-box and 
having, as usual, a primary and secondary 
winding. 
E indicates a battery for the local circuit 

located also itn the box of the instrument. 
One battery is provided for each instru 

ment, being connected up in the local circuit 
thereof. 

Eor an understanding of the electrical con 
nections attention is directed particularly to 
Fig. 4, which illustrates two instruments, each 
comprising a receiver, transmitter, induction 
coil, and local-circuit battery, the two instru 
ments being electrically connected. It will 
be observed that the primary coil of the in 
duction-coil in each instrument is in and op 
erated by the direct current from the battery 
of the instrument, E. The receiver in each in 
strument, on the other hand, is operated by 
and located in the secondary or induced cur 
rent circuit. The current for each transmit 
ter flows, say, from the point, marked -- at 
1he battery E in the upper instrument, (indi 
cated in Fig. 4) thence along the primary-cir 
cuit wire F to the primary coil of the induc 
tion-coil D, along the wire G to the transmit 
ter B, through the transmitter along the wire H 
to the switch J, and thence back to the battery 
at the place indicated by the - sign by the 
wire K. The primary circuit of the lower or 
other instrument shown in Fig. 4 follows an 
exactly similar course and, like the primary 
circuit of the upper instrument, is provided 
with a switch. These switches when open 
not only save the current from the batteries 
when the instruments are not in use, but also 
permit of one transmitter being cut out when 
the instruments are being used, so that sounds 
can be received by either instrument, but will 
not be transmitted from the instrument at 

The receiver-circuit for the receiver of the 
upper instrument (shown in Fig. 4) is con 
nected with the transmitter of the lower in 
strument and begins, say, with the secondary 
winding of the induction-coil D of said lower 
instrument and follows the course indicated 
by the arrows X along the wire a to the post 
No. 1 of the lower instrument, along the wire 
b to post No. 2 of the upper instrument, 
thence along wire c, plate d, flexible con 
nection e, which latter is interposed for the 
purpose of permitting the swing of the door, 
to post f, thence along wire g to the electro 

magnet C of the receiver of the upper in 
strument, thence along wire h to post, i, flexi 
ble connection j to post No. 3 of the upper in 
strument, thence along wire to post. No. 3 
of the lower instrument, and wire n°, which 
lattel' is practically a continuation of the wire 
17, and finally back to the secondary winding 
of the induction-coil D of the lower instill 
ment, thus completing the receiver-circuit, for 
the upper inst runet. The circuit for the 
receive' of the lower inst "unent follows a 
like coil 'se, as will be seen from Fig. 4. It 
begins, say, with the secondary winding of 
the upper coil D, following the course indi 
cated by the arrows y, along the wire a to 
post No. 1 of the upper instrument, the wire 
b to post, No. 2 of the lower instrument, wire 
C, plate d, and flexible collection e to the 
electromagnet of the receiver of the lower in 
Strument, which lili (at is not shown, thence 
to the flexible conjection i, to post No. 3 of 
the lower inst rule it, along the wire it in 
the direction indicated by the arrow ) to the 
post No. 3 of the upper instrument, wire in, 
which latter, like wire n° in the lower inst 'u- 
ment, is, in effect, a continuation of the Wile 
in, and back to the secondary winding of the 
induction-coil D of the upper instrument, 
thus completing the circuit. 

It is to be noted that the circuit, for both 
receivers is completed through a single wire 
1 with its continuations ) . In other 
Words, this wire it is common to both receiver 
circuits and is, in effect, a third wire or single 
return-wire for both circuits. 
M, Fig. 6, indicates a mute or attachment 

which may be used in connection with the 
receiver above described when desired. This 
mute comprises a pa'abolic ti'umpet, or por 
tion M, provided with a suitable handle M, 
which trumpet M is adapted to be placed 
over the funnel-mouth or large end of the re 
ceiver, as indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 1. 
It also comprises a flexible tube M' and ear 
piece i at the end of said flexible tube. The 
object of the mute is to concentrate, deaden, 
or diminish the volume of the sound from the 
receiver, so that it may be heard only by the 
person using the instrument and who holds 
the earpiece Yi to the ear. 

In Fig. 5 of the drawings we have shown 
diagrammatically one application of our im 
provement, wherein an instrument having a 
transmitter is shown as located at a conven 
ient point on the stage of a theater, hall, 
or the like, said instrument (indicated at O) 
being properly connected to other instrul 
ments O' Oi Oi O, provided with our novel 
receivers and located at various points about 
the body of the hall or theater. With this 
arrangement the speech or song or other 
sounds desired to be heard which are pro 
duced on the stage are received by the sev 
eral instruments about the auditorium and 
are delivered in full volume at the various 
points where the instruments are located, 
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thus enabling the audience in the remote 
parts of the auditorium to hear distinctly and 
understand the sounds produced on the stage. 
Many other applications of the telephone 

Will readily suggest themselves. 
We do not deem it necessary here to go into 

a lengthy discussion of the numerous and va 
rious applications of the apparatus. 

It is believed that from the above descrip 
tion and the drawings the operation of the 
telephone will be readily understood. 
Having thus described the invention, what 

We claim as new, and desire to secure by Let 
tel's Patent, is 

1. In a telephone, a receiver, and a fixed 
bOX Ol' frame on which the same is mounted 
and in which the operating parts of the re 
ceiver and battery are located, said box or 
frane having an opening or openings to pre 
Vent: dead-air CCshion therein, substantially 
as described. 

2. In a telephone, a transmitter provided 
With a mouthpiece having an inner parabolic 
Surface increasing in diameter from the inner 
Small end to the Outer large end, and so posi 
tioned relative to the transmitter-diaphragm 
as to focus the Sounds received by the mouth 
piece at the center of the diaphragm, substan 
tially as described. 

3. In a telephone, a transmitter provided 
With a mouthpiece having an inner parabolic 
Slrface increasing in diameter from the inher 
Small end to the Outer large end, and so posi 
tioned relative to the transmitter-diaphragm 
as to focus the sounds received by the mouth 
piece at the center of the diaphragm, and a 
diaphragm closing the large or outer end of 
the mouthpiece, substantially as described. 

4. In a telephone, a receiver comprising a 

diaphragm and a mouthpiece or trumpet for 
said diaphragm provided with an inner hy 
perbolic polition, and outer parabolic portion, 
substantially as and for the purpose specified. 

5. In a receiver for telephones, the combi 
nation of a Support, a receive-mouthpiece 
Secured to said support and having interposed 
between it and said support a cushion or pad, 
a pad or cushion C on said mouthpiece, a re 
ceiver-diaphragm on said pad C, a pad CeX 
tending over a large area of the diaphragm 
On the side opposite said pad C, and means 
fol' securing the several pads and diaphragm 
to said support, substantially as described. 

6. In a telephone, a receiver comprising a 
diaphragm, and a mouthpiece or trunpet 
therefor provided with an inner' hyperbolic 
portion, and an Outer parabolic portion said 
inner portion having a soft lining, substan 
tially as described. 

7. In a telephone, a box, Ol' frame, a receiver 
fixed thereon, the operative parts of which re 
ceiver are located in the box or frame, a trans 
limitter fixed on said box, an induction-coil 
for the transmitter located within said box, a 
battery located in said box or frame, said box 
Or frame having an opening or openings to 
prevent a dead-air cushion therein, and suit 
able electrical connections, substantially as 
described. 

In testimony whereof we have signed our 
names to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing witnesses. 

ABION PARRIS MERRI, 
JENNY WAR) I AYS, 

I. S. 
l, S. 

Witnesses: 
A. H. STE. MARIE, 
GEO. W. CARPENDER. 
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